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Course details for the GainSeeker eLearning courses

Fundamentals of Understanding GainSeeker
Creating a data‐driven culture in your organization is easy when everyone
understands and speaks a common language about process variation and
process improvement. The Fundamentals for Understanding GainSeeker
video course is an invaluable tool for teaching the underlying principles of
process variation to persons at any organizational level. By training more of
your staff in these foundational concepts, you’ll expand the number of “data
heads” in your organization—people who can help make decisions based on
data.
The course uses engaging videos, instructional text, supporting materials,
and assessments that help course trainees retain and apply the learned
knowledge when they use the GainSeeker software.
Introduction to GainSeeker
The Introduction to GainSeeker eLearning classes offer participants the
foundational skills and knowledge they will need to use the GainSeeker
software. This self‐paced training will allow those who are unfamiliar with
the GainSeeker system to become quickly acclimated with the software and
ready to apply the information they have gained. Afterwards, employees will
be better equipped to use GainSeeker, its data entry and analysis tools to
improve processes throughout your company.

Course Content

Fundamentals for Understanding GainSeeker addresses the following topics:
 What is the ideal process
 Difference between quality from a product perspective and quality
from a process perspective
 Examples of primary reliance on product and process controls
 Determining if your organization is getting the best value from your
purchase

Introduction to GainSeeker SPC
 Creating new standards
 Entering data using GainSeeker Inspections and Templates
 Creating charts and tables using default and custom settings
 Using tools such as Filters and Grouping Data to aid in analysis
 Creating, opening, and sending Desktops
Introduction to GainSeeker DMS
 Creating new processes and standards
 Entering data using GainSeeker Inspections and Templates
 Creating charts and tables with default and custom settings
 Using tools such as Sort By, Drill Down, and Filters to aid in finding
sources of defects
 Creating, opening, and sending Desktops

Who should attend

All of the following roles would benefit from knowledge of the material in
these courses
 Deployment Champion
 System Administration/Technical Lead
 Day‐to‐Day Maintenance
 Data Analysis
 Date Entry Support

Prerequisites for this course
Basic computer literacy

Course duration (times are approximate)

Fundamentals for Understanding GainSeeker
 2 hours
Introduction to GainSeeker SPC
 2.5 hours
Introduction to GainSeeker DMS
 2.5 hours

Scheduling

To purchase access to GainSeeker eLearning, please visit our website
(www.hertzler.com) or call 574‐533‐0571.
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